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Introduction: The past decade has seen brain-computer interfaces (BCI) emerge for a myriad of applications, including as assistive technology and for BCI neurorehabilitation (NR) [1]. Despite the breadth of research into BCI applications, the majority of work has been restricted to the mature brain and adults. In this context, this paper investigates current BCI tools and explores the literature for evidence about the need and practicality of translating NR-BCI techniques to children.

Material, Methods: Articles were obtained from databases Pubmed.org and Google Scholar using key search phrases including, but not limited to, ‘BCI in children’, ‘BCI neurorehabilitation’, ‘BCI developmental disorders’, and ‘BCI motor disorders’. Articles highlighting BCI in pediatrics, for rehabilitation, and corresponding reviews were then examined in depth. Relevant references were investigated for potential insight and information. In total, 80 articles were examined. Figure 1 illustrates the diverse manuscripts considered, separated and categorized by year of publication.

Results: Examining the literature reveals relationships between neuroplasticity, age and NR-BCI which supports possible advantages to earlier BCI intervention and exposure [2,3,4,5]. Further evidence shows BCI can capitalize on neural plasticity, demonstrated by motor-imagery NR for post-stroke patients and neurofeedback applications [3,6]. Given the remarkable neuroplasticity in children [7] and that pediatric motor cortex signals can be decoded [8], it is feasible, and possibly beneficial, to develop BCI applications for early-life NR [4,9].

Discussion: Surveying BCI literature illustrates NR-BCI use in children not been fully developed, and it is feasible to develop NR-BCI for children. However, challenges such as the dynamic signal spectrum in developing brains need to be addressed when designing such BCI applications.

Significance: Examination of current BCI literature highlights a current under served BCI population, children, and uses literature evidence to demonstrate feasibility of designing BCI-NR for children.
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